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Ryan Weston 
Honors Research Project 
Android Game 
Introduction 
For my project I wanted to do something that was different from anything that I had done 
before. I know that when I get a job I will constantly be learning new things, so I thought it 
would be important that for my project I do something outside of my comfort zone that would 
require me to learn new things on my own. When going through many ideas for my project I 
eventually decided on making a game since that was something I was always interested in but 
never done before. I also decided to make the game an Android application because I had never 
created a program for a smartphone. When deciding between making an Android application or 
an iOS application, I originally leaned toward making it for iOS, but after looking into the 
developer tools I found Android easier. Also choosing to make the game for Android allowed me 
to code the game in Java. I had previously tried to create a program in Java a few years ago, but 
this was before I took Object Oriented Programming so I struggled with coding in Java and 
eventually gave up on the program. So I thought being able to now create a program in Java 
would show my growth as a programmer.  
Game Description 
The game is an endless runner game made for Android. In the game the player plays as a 
frog that must jump from lily pads to dodge logs that are moving toward the player. The game 
also has a scoring system where the score will go up by one point each time a log passes by the 
player.  
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Figure 1: Screenshot of game in normal mode 
 
Upon launching the game, it will first display the main menu screen. On the main menu 
there are three buttons to launch a different version of the game with differing levels of 
difficulty. The first option is easy, this mode is not very challenging and is meant to provide a 
more casual experience to learn the game. In easy mode the logs will move towards the player at 
a slower speed and the speed will accelerate slower. Also there will always be five lily pads for 
the player to hop between that will never disappear. Easy mode makes it so that only one log can 
spawn in a row. Next is normal mode, this mode makes the game more challenging than easy 
mode in multiple ways. In normal mode the log’s speed will accelerate faster and a lily pad has a 
chance to temporarily disappear so that the player will only have four lily pads to hop between to 
dodge logs. Normal mode also adds the chance that two logs may spawn in the same row. Lastly, 
hard mode is the most challenging version of the game. This mode increases the rate at which the 
log’s speed accelerates once again and also increases the chances that two logs will spawn in the 
same row. The chances of a lily pad disappearing is also increased as well as the rate at which 
they will disappear and reappear.  
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Figure 2: Screenshot of game over screen 
 
Once the player loses by hitting a log, they will be given the option to try again or to save 
their score. If the player chooses to try again then the game will be reset and will restart in the 
same difficulty. If the player chooses to save their score then they will be taken to the game over 
screen. On the game over screen it displays the player’s score and the high score and if the 
player’s score is higher than the high score it will be saved as the new high score. Lastly the 
game over screen has a button that will take the player back to the main menu. 
Implementation 
The game was created in the Android Studio IDE and was coded in Java and XML. Since 
this is my first time creating an Android game and first time writing a program in Java, I needed 
to learn the basics of Android development. In Android, activities are windows in which to draw 
its user interface so the user can interact to perform a task. Activities are implemented with a 
Java file with a subclass of the activity and an XML file to create the layout. When I first created 
my project, Android Studio created a MainActivity.java file and activity_main.xml file which 
implement the MainActivity activity. In this activity I decided to implement the actual gameplay 
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of the app. Later I created two other activities which were the Start activity for the main menu 
and the GameOver activity for the game over screen. To make the app launch with the Start 
activity instead of MainActivity I edited the AndroidManifest.xml file which controls the 
activities. 
 
Figure 3: Screenshot of the main menu (Interface of the Start activity) 
 
The Start activity is the simplest of the three activities. In the XML file, 
activity_start.xml, it is created with a vertical LinearLayout for the two TextViews and then a 
nested horizontal LinearLayout for the three buttons. The buttons each have their own id so they 
can perform a different action. In the Start.java file, it obtains the id of each button and then uses 
an OnClickListener to override the onClick function of each button. In the onClick function it 
creates a new Intent to open the MainActivity activity and also passes the difficulty as an integer 
value. 
The MainActivity activity is the most complex of the three activities in the program and 
is used to implement all of the gameplay of the game. When the activity is created it starts with 
the MainActivity.java file which creates a new GameView class object. The GameView class 
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extends SurfaceView which creates a drawing surface so that it can display the game. Also the 
GameView class is the main class for the game that creates other class objects. 
 
Figure 4: Constructor for the GameView class 
 
As you can see in Figure 4, when the GameView object is created its constructor calls the 
constructor of four other classes: MainThread, Player, Point, and LogManager. The MainThread 
class creates a new thread of execution to run the game. The class creates a game loop by 
updating the GameView class and drawing the updates to the SurfaceView at a maximum of 30 
times per second. The next two classes are the Player class and the Point class. The Point class is 
a class that is built in with Android that takes in two integer coordinates which will be used by 
the Player class. The Player class creates a Rect object which holds four integer coordinates to 
make a rectangle which will be the player. The rectangle is centered at the coordinates of the 
playerPoint. Then using a bitmap, an image of a frog is drawn over the rectangle. 
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Figure 5: Constructor for the LogManager class 
 
Lastly the GameView constructor creates a LogManager object. The LogManager class 
does what its name suggests, it manages the creation, deletion, and movement of the log 
obstacles. As you can see in the LogManager constructor in Figure 5, it creates an ArrayList of 
Log objects. Then it calls the initialLogs function which fills the ArrayList with a certain number 
of Log objects randomly placed in one of the five spots in each row. The Log class is similar to 
the Player class where the logs are Rect objects that use a bitmap to draw an image of a log over 
them. However it is different in that a Log object can contain up to two Rect objects so that two 
logs can spawn at the same time. The chance of two logs spawning at the same time also 
increases at harder difficulties. The Log class also has a function that returns true if the player 
hits into a log. Lastly the LogManager class has an update function that increases the speed of 
the logs as time goes by at different rates for different difficulties. The update function also 
deletes Log objects once they pass the player and then adds one point to the score and adds a 
new Log object to the ArrayList.  
Now that I have explained all of the objects that the GameView class creates, I finally 
can explain the rest of the class and how the class uses these objects. The GameView class has a 
function called onTouchEvent which controls the movement of the player based on the user's 
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inputs. Tapping on the top half of the screen will move the Player object up a lily pad and 
tapping on the bottom half of the screen will move the Player object down. It also makes sure 
that if a lily pad has disappeared the player will not be able to go to that lily pad. The 
disappearance and reappearance of lily pads is also managed in the GameView class in the draw 
function. It randomly decides if a lily pad should disappear and if it decides to make a lily pad 
disappear then it randomly decides which lily pad. Once a lily pad is chosen to disappear it will 
turn red to warn the player until the player scores two more points and then it will disappear. The 
draw function also handles the drawing of all objects by calling the draw functions in the 
LogManager and Player classes.  
 
Figure 6: Update function in the GameView class 
 
The GameView class also has an update function which can be seen in Figure 6. The 
update function in the GameView class calls the update functions of the LogManager and Player 
classes and checks to see if the player has hit a log to end the game. If the player loses and 
chooses to save their score then it will switch to the GameOver activity using Intent. 
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The GameOver activity is launched when a player chooses to save their score and it 
works similarly to the Start Activity. In the XML file, activity_game_over.xml, it is once again a 
LinearLayout this time with three TextViews and one button. One of the TextViews shows the 
score from the game that just ended. The score is passed over from the MainActivity activity so 
that it can be displayed in this activity. This activity also displays the highest score which is 
stored on the device. To store this I used Shared Preferences which allows small amounts of 
primitive data to be stored in an XML file inside the app on the device storage. So the value for 
the high score is retrieved and then compared to the current score and if it is higher than the high 
score it will replace the high score. Lastly there is a button that takes you back to the Start 
activity. 
Future Work 
Generally I am very satisfied with the current state of my project, it is completely 
functional and in many ways I have surpassed my original expectations of how much I could do 
for this project. One of the things that I looked into but did not end up implementing is adding 
sound effects and music to the game. I think that I would be able to implement sound effects and 
music using the SoundPool class built in to Android that manages and plays audio resources. 
Also I looked into adding animations to the game for the frogs movement and for the 
background. Currently the frog is moved from one lily pad to the next and the background is just 
a plain color, but in the future I could make it so it looked like the frog was jumping from lily 
pad to lily pad and make the background have moving waves like a river. Also I have thought 
about changing how scores are saved. Currently only the high score is saved, but in the future I 
could implement a leaderboard to save multiple high scores paired with a name the player could 
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enter. Another thing that could be changed is to move the management of the lily pad to their 
own class instead of having them be a part of the GameView class. This wouldn’t change the 
functionality of the lily pads, but would make the code more organized. Lastly for future work I 
want to look into making the game work more efficiently. Currently when a player chooses to 
save their score it can take a few seconds to switch from the MainActivity activity to the 
GameOver activity. I looked into multiple ways to try to solve this problem, but none of them 
worked. However this problem doesn’t affect the functionality, so for right now it just shows a 
loading screen while it waits to switch activities. 
Conclusion 
I am very happy with the way the project ended up turning out. At first learning coding 
an Android game seemed like a daunting task, but after I understood the basics of Java and 
developing in Android coding the project became much easier. I was able to exceed my original 
expectations for what I could implement for the game. Originally I only wanted to create the 
basics to get the game to be functional, but I ended up being able to add multiple difficulties as 
well as a main menu screen and a game over screen. This project has widened my knowledge of 
software development and made me more versatile when it comes to coding. I think making the 
project will help me in the future for learning new languages or concepts that I have no previous 
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